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ABSTRACT
In this paper, an automatic road tracking method is presented
for detecting roads from satellite images. This method is
based on shape classification of a local homogeneous region
around a pixel. The local homogeneous region is enclosed by
a polygon, called the pixel footprint. We introduce a spoke
wheel operator to obtain the pixel footprint and propose a
Fourier-based approach to classify footprints for automatic
seeding and growing of the road tracker. We experimentally
demonstrate that our proposed road tracker can extract the
centerlines of roads with sharp turns and intersections effec-
tively, and has relatively small amount of leakage.

Index Terms— Road tracking, pixel footprint, Fourier
shape descriptor, satellite image, road extraction.

1. INTRODUCTION

A road network is a graphical representation of the road-structure
in a satellite image. Vertices in the graph correspond to sec-
tions of roads that may be categorized as linear-segments or
intersections according to the number of adjacent road-segments.
Road network detection [1][2] can be used for several appli-
cations, such as automated correction and updating, registra-
tion with multitemporal images for change detection, auto-
matically aligning two spatial datasets, etc. Road tracking is
a popular road extraction technique.

Road trackers generally need a starting pixel on the road
and another pixel to define the direction of the road, and grow
iteratively by searching for and adding line segments. A span-
ning tree of the road network is formed by some process that
uses local information to add new segments to the graph based
on the pixel intensities of the image. Mckeown and Denlinger
[3] presented a road tracking method based on road cross-
section intensity profile matching to follow the direction of
road. Vosselman and Knecht [4] improved the road track-
ing technique by using the Kalman filter. Geman and Jedy-
nak [5] made use of decision tree to control their road track-
ing to extract major roads in a satellite image. Baumgartner
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Fig. 1. Main steps of the proposed road tracker. (a)An orig-
inal image. (b) A spoke wheel with 64 spokes (orange). (c)
The footprint (green polygon) around the pixel (yellow dot)
with three approximate directional rectangular toes. (d) The
proposed road tracker is initialized byT0 = (V0,E0), where
V0 has two vertices andE0 has one edge (e0). (e) It is atT1.
(f) The extracted road centerlinesE5 (red line segments) with
their pixel footprints (green overlapped polygons).

et al. [6] manually enhanced road tracking based on profile
matching with a graphical user interface that guides an op-
erator through the whole data acquisition process. However,
these techniques often fail to go around the sections of the
road narrowed by cars or shadows, and lose their directions at
road intersections or segments with high curvature. Manual
seeding also makes it difficult to extract road networks fully
automatically.

In this paper, we propose a Fourier-based road tracking
approach based on pixel footprint classification to automati-
cally extract road networks and detect intersections from satel-
lite images. We introduce aspoke wheeloperator to obtain a
footprint of a pixel in an image (see Section 2), then propose
a Fourier shape descriptor to find the directions and size of
‘toes’ of the pixel footprint for road growing and also to iden-



tify the seeds for initializing the proposed road tracker (see
Section 3).

2. PIXEL FOOTPRINT AND ROAD TRACKING

2.1. Pixel Footprint

In this section, we introduce thespokeand thespoke wheel
(W ) (see Fig. 1(b)) used for finding afootprint of a pixelp.
A spoke is a line segment ofm pixel length. A spoke wheel is
a sequence of spokes{Si(ϕi,m)}4n−1

i=0 with common initial
pixel p and evenly spaced anglesϕi = πi/2n. The set of
pixels inW centered at the pixelp with 4n spokes is denoted
by W (p, n,m).

The intersection between a spoke and road edge provides
useful information to determine the local homogeneous re-
gion around a pixel. To search the intersection on a spoke, we
start fromp, move in the direction of the spoke and observe
the absolute intensity differences betweenp and pixels along
the spoke. We call the first pixel on theith spokeSi such that

|I(Ci) − I(p)| ≥ σ(W (p, n,m)), Ci ∈ Si, (1)

thecutting point (CP) onSi, denoted byCi, whereσ(W (p,
n,m)) is the intensity standard deviation onW (p, n,m). No-
tice thatσ(W (p1, n,m)) 6= σ(W (p2, n,m)) usually holds,
if p1 6= p2.

The road associated with each pixel is an anisotropic struc-
ture, i.e. the distances, denoted byδ(i) = ||Ci − p||, in some
directions are much longer than those in other directions (see
Fig. 1(c)). In order to find the road directions, we connect
the CPs on all spokes around a pixelp in a counterclockwise
direction, which results in a closed polygon, called thefoot-
print of the pixelp and denoted byF (p). A footprint usually
has several approximate directional rectangular ‘toes’ which
follow road directions around a pixel (see Fig. 1(c)).

Fig. 2(b) shows 20 footprints of the 20 pixels labeled in
Fig. 2(a). TheW used has 64 spokes and each spoke is 18
pixels long. The first thirteen footprints have clear directional
rectangular toes which correspond to the directions of roads
at pixels.

2.2. Road Tracking

Our road extraction method is an iterative line segment grow-
ing process based on road footprints, called road tracking (see
Fig. 1(d)(e)(f)). LetPi be the set of pixels identified as road
candidates after iterationi. Let Ti = (Vi,Ei) be a tree rep-
resenting the road network at iterationi with edgesEi and
verticesVi. Every vertexvj ∈ Vi has two types: alive
or dead. Ifvj is alive, we determine its footprint, and then
search for all possible toes of the footprint by toe-finding al-
gorithm. Becausevj has exactly one edge inEi connecting
it to its parent inVi, it must have at least one toe in the di-
rection of the edge. Lett (t ≥ 1) be the number of toes of
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Fig. 2. Illustration of pixel footprints. (a) A zoomed origi-
nal image with 20 labeled pixels, which all are at the top-left
corners of the label box. The first 13 pixels are on road (la-
beled 0-12). (b) The 20 pixel footprints corresponding to the
labeled pixels are obtained. The footprints are drawn at the
same scale and in their original orientations. A small circle
in every footprint corresponds to the pixel itself. The first
13 footprints corresponding to the pixels on road have clearer
rectangular toes than that on roofs or on fields.

F (vj). Each toe of the footprint determines a direction and
size for road tracking, and generates a new vertexv̂k, and a
new edgêek = (vj , v̂k) (1 ≤ k ≤ t − 1). We always update
Pi+1 = Pi ∪ {pixels enclosed by F(vj)}. Whent > 1, we
updateVi+1 = Vi ∪ {v̂k}, Ei+1 = Ei ∪ {êk}, and the road
treeTi is expanded toTi+1 = (Vi+1,Ei+1). For each new
vertex v̂k (k = 1, · · · , t − 1), if v̂k /∈ Pi then v̂k is alive,
otherwisêvk is dead, and its position is moved to the centroid
of its footprint. Regardless oft, we set the state of the vertex
vj to dead, and we will not attempt to grow from it again. The
road tracking does not stop until all the vertices in a road tree
are dead.

There remain two main problems for our road tracking:

• How to start the road tracking process, i.e. how to ob-
tain an edge and two vertices in the initial road tree
T0 = (V0,E0).

• How to find toes of a footprint, i.e. how to find the
directions and step sizes for the road tracking.

In the following sections, we make use of Fourier shape
descriptor of pixel footprint to solve the two problems stated
above.

3. FOURIER DESCRIPTORS OF PIXEL FOOTPRINT

3.1. Pixel Footprint Representation

According to the definition of the footprint through aW , it is
always true that every ray started fromp intersects the foot-
print only once. Therefore, we can define a distance between
the intersected point andp as a function of the angleθ of the
ray fromx-axis, denoted byδF (p)(θ). The distance function
δF (p)(θ) is a periodic function with period2π.
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Fig. 3. (a) A ‘T’-shaped footprint with three toes (blue
curves), (b) its Inverse DFT on low frequency coefficients
M = 16 (red curves) with three dominating peaks corre-
sponding to toes. There are two small peaks on the top of the
dominating peak between 12 and 24 in the blue curve. Af-
ter low pass filtering, the two peaks merge, and there is only
one peak in red curve which corresponds to one of the road
directions at the pixel.

3.2. Fourier Shape Descriptor

A pixel footprint obtained above is a closed polygon. It can
be represented by a discrete periodic function,z = 〈z0, · · · ,
zN−1〉, wherezl = δF (2πl/N) is the distance betweenp
and thelth sampled point(l = 0, · · · , N − 1), andN is a
integral power of 2. Thez function is then mapped to the
frequency domain by way of the discrete Fourier transform
(DFT) [7][8]:

Zk =

N−1∑

l=0

zle
−j 2πlk

N = RkejΘk , (2)

wherek = −N/2, · · · , N/2−1, Rk andΘk are the amplitude
and the phase of thekth DFT coefficientZk, respectively.

Fourier Shape Invariance: Orientation of a road may be
any direction. To achieve rotation invariance of footprints, we
have to modify the DFT coefficients. Let̄Zk = R̄kejΘ̄k be
the modified coefficient. In [7], it has been proved that 2D
shapes are invariant under rotation, if their DFT coefficients
are modified as

Θ̄k = Θk −
Θ

−1 + Θ1

2
. (3)

Dimensional Reduction: Because we only care about the
number of toes of a footprint, we use low frequency DFT co-

Fig. 4. Top row shows four rectangular footprints with differ-
ent orientations. Bottom row shows rotation invariance after
perform DFT coefficient modification according to Eq. (3).

efficients which usually retain over 80 percent of the total en-
ergy [7]. In particular, we keep only theM (M << N ) coef-
ficients whose frequency is close to 0. In this paper, we select
M = 16 from our experiments. It is anideal low pass filter.
Although deletion of high frequency coefficients may result
in oscillations at bottoms of valleys of the distance function,
it keeps the dominating peaks (see Fig. 3).

Fourier Inverse: Using the Inverse DFT, we obtain a
normalized footprint, denoted byF . The discreteF is rep-
resented bȳz =< z̄0, · · · , z̄M >, which not only satisfies
rotation invariances but also performs a low pass filter:

z̄l =
1

M

M/2−1∑

m=−M/2

Z̄me
2πlm

M , 0 ≤ l ≤ M ≤ N. (4)

Proposition 1. Assume aF approximates a rectangle. Let
θ be the angle of its longer edge, generallyθ ∈ [0, π]. After
modifying the DFT coefficients by using Eq.(3), then the angle
of the longer edge ofF is π/2, (see Fig. 4).

3.3. Automatic Seeding

To start road tracking, a seedT0 is needed. Most road track-
ers [3][5][6] require manual seeding. Our proposed method
retains this option but can also detect seeds automatically. We
assume the road network has a segment of low curvature, so at
least one footprint is approximately rectangular. In addition,
if a F approximates a rectangle, so does itsF and vice vesa.

To decide if a normalized footprint is rectangular, we would
ideally threshold the ratio of its area to that of its minimalori-
ented bounding box (OBB). By Proposition 1, we use the
axis-aligned bounding box (AABB) of the normalized foot-
print as an under-estimate in order to reduce the cost while
maintaining invariance to rotation. A footprintF is nearly
rectangular, if

AREA(F )

AREA(AABB(F ))
> 85%

holds. The threshold of85% was selected by experiment.
Once the footprint is determined to be rectangular, we can
initialize the proposed road tracker.
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Fig. 5. Road network extraction result. (a) An original satel-
lite image. (b) Extracted centerlines of road networks. Dif-
ferent colors were generated from different seeds.

3.4. Toe-finding Algorithm

The toe directions of the footprint correspond to the dominat-
ing peaks of its distance function. However, there are small
peaks on the top of the dominating peaks of some footprints
(see Fig. 3(b)). This makes it difficult to locate dominating
peaks. We find the toe directions usingFT , which is more ro-
bust because the low pass filter merges these small peaks with
their dominating peak. We first find the local maxima that
exceed the average ofz̄, then merge two successive peaks if
the valley between them is not clear1. The remaining local
maxima are labeled as toes.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed algorithms were tested on high resolution satel-
lite images over urban areas. Fig. 5(a) shows a residential
area which has road networks with different widths, shadows,
sharp turns and intersections. Automatic seeding was used to
extract the road network. Most roads in Fig. 5 are detected.

We compare the Fourier-based toe-finding algorithm with
the same method without low pass filter. Fig. 6(a) shows
the results using the proposed Fourier-based toe-finding ap-
proach. Much less leakage occurs with respect to the results
based on the same approach without the low pass filter.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a new road tracking method
based on Fourier shape description of a pixel footprint for ex-
tracting road network in satellite images. The low frequency
DFT coefficients of the pixel footprint have been used to find
the direction and size of its toes. We have detailed how rota-
tion invariant properties can be obtained by properly normal-
izing DFT coefficients to automatically initialize the proposed
road tracking and have experimentally demonstrated that the
proposed road tracker can extract roads with sharp turns and

1This is examined by calculating the average distance for the horizontal
axis value between the two peaks.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Road extraction results (a) with Fourier-based toe-
finding approach, (b) with non Fourier-based toe finding ap-
proach.

intersections effectively and has little leakage. It is also fully
automatic versus road trackers based on road cross-sectionin-
tensity profile matching.
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